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Note to teachers and students on the use of published marking schemes
Marking schemes published by the State Examinations Commission are not intended to be
standalone documents. They are an essential resource for examiners who receive training in
the correct interpretation and application of the scheme. This training involves, among other
things, marking samples of student work and discussing the marks awarded, so as to clarify
the correct application of the scheme. The work of examiners is subsequently monitored by
Advising Examiners to ensure consistent and accurate application of the marking scheme.
This process is overseen by the Chief Examiner, usually assisted by a Chief Advising
Examiner. The Chief Examiner is the final authority regarding whether or not the marking
scheme has been correctly applied to any piece of candidate work.
Marking schemes are working documents. While a draft marking scheme is prepared in
advance of the examination, the scheme is not finalised until examiners have applied it to
candidates’ work and the feedback from all examiners has been collated and considered in
light of the full range of responses of candidates, the overall level of difficulty of the
examination and the need to maintain consistency in standards from year to year. This
published document contains the finalised scheme, as it was applied to all candidates’ work.
In the case of marking schemes that include model solutions or answers, it should be noted
that these are not intended to be exhaustive. Variations and alternatives may also be
acceptable. Examiners must consider all answers on their merits, and will have consulted
with their Advising Examiners when in doubt.
Future Marking Schemes
Assumptions about future marking schemes on the basis of past schemes should be avoided.
While the underlying assessment principles remain the same, the details of the marking of a
particular type of question may change in the context of the contribution of that question to
the overall examination in a given year. The Chief Examiner in any given year has the
responsibility to determine how best to ensure the fair and accurate assessment of candidates’
work and to ensure consistency in the standard of the assessment from year to year.
Accordingly, aspects of the structure, detail and application of the marking scheme for a
particular examination are subject to change from one year to the next without notice.

General Points regarding the Marking Scheme
1.

In many cases only key phrases are given in the marking scheme. These points contain the
information and ideas that must appear in the candidate’s answer in order to merit the
assigned marks.

2.

The descriptions, methods and definitions given in a marking scheme are not exhaustive and
alternative valid answers are acceptable.

3.

The detail required in any answer is determined by the context and the manner in which the
question is asked and by the number of marks assigned to the answer in the examination
paper. This may vary from year to year.

4.

The word(s) / phrase(s) used in the scheme indicate the essential points required in the
candidate’s answer. A double solidus (//) separates points for which separate marks are
allocated in a part of the question. Words, expressions or statements separated by a solidus
(/) are alternatives which are equally acceptable for a particular point. A word or phrase
given in brackets is an acceptable alternative to the preceding word or phrase. Note,
however, that words, expressions or phrases must be correctly used in context and not
contradicted. Where there is evidence of incorrect use or contradiction, the marks may not
be awarded.

5.

In general, names and formulas of elements and compounds are equally acceptable except in
cases where either the name or the formula is specifically asked for in the question.
However, in some cases where the name is asked for, the formula may be accepted as an
alternative. This is clarified within the scheme.

6.

There is a deduction of one mark for each arithmetical slip made by a candidate in a
calculation. If the incorrect calculated value is used in a subsequent calculation ‘correctly’
allow the marks for the subsequent calculation.
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BIOLOGY
Question 1
Question 2

Question 3

(7 × 6 + 1 × 10)
(a)

(24)

(b)

(15)

(a)

(15)

(b)

(6), (6), (12)
CHEMISTRY

Question 4
Question 5

Question 6

(7 × 6 + 1 ×10)
(a)

(12)

(b)

(9)

(c)

(18)

(a)

(6)

(b)

(18)

(c)

(15)
PHYSICS

Question 7
Question 8

Question 9
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(18)

(b)
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(c)
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(a)
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(24)
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Biology (130 MARKS)
Question 1
(a)

(52)

plant cell

(3)

cell wall // chloroplasts // large vacuole // rectangular/regular/definite/rigid/fixed
structure/shape

(3)

(b)(i) fight infection // produce antibodies // engulf (destroy bacteria) // kill germs
(ii) transport oxygen

(3)
(3)

(c) (i) excrete urine/water/salts/urea (from blood) // filter blood // produce urine //
osmoregulation
(ii) water // salt(s) // urea // urine

(3)
(3)

(d)(i) anthrax // bubonic plague // cholera // diphtheria // food poisoning // meningitis //
pneumonia // syphilis // tetanus // tonsillitis // tuberculosis // typhoid etc.
(ii) chicken pox // (common) cold // cold sores // HIV //AIDS // influenza /flu //
measles // meningitis // mumps // pneumonia // polio etc.
(e) (i) sodium hydroxide // copper sulfate // potassium sodium tartrate // biuret
(reagent/solution)
(ii) violet / purple (do not accept “blue” or “blue-black”)
(f) (i) presence of a backbone / spine / vertebra(e)
(ii) consumer

(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(g)(i) 23

(3)

(ii) DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) // protein

(3)

(h)(i) A in fallopian tube

(3)

(ii) B in the uterus

(3)

(iii) any named method of contraception

(2)

correct explanation
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Question 2

(39)

(a)(i) radius

(3)

ulna

(3)

(ii) biceps/X contracts/shortens (and triceps/Y relaxes/lengthens)

(3)

triceps/Y contracts/shortens (and biceps/X relaxes/lengthens)

(3)

(iii) ligaments join bones to each other

(3)

tendons join bones to muscles

(3)

(iv) hinge joint (accept “synovial joint”)

(3)

(v) fused joint

(3)

(b)(i) regions above/below lens indicated

(3)

(ii) changes the shape of the lens // accommodation

(3)

(iii) allows light to enter the eye

(3)

(iv) sensory nerve

(3)

Award 6 marks for first correct answer in 2 (b)
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Question 3

(39)

(a)(i) add (anhydrous) copper sulfate/CuSO4 // add cobalt chloride (paper)/CoCl2
turns (from white to) blue

// turns (from blue to) pink (accept red)

(3)
(3)

(mis-matches from above are not allowed)
(ii) to ensure water comes from leaves/plant // to ensure that water does not come
from soil

(3)

(iii) transpiration

(3)

(iv) xylem

(3)

(b)(i) X in an anther

(3)

Y in an ovary

(3)

(ii) (coloured petals) attract insects // transport pollen // pollination

(6)

(iii) State or show

seeds, dry cotton wool, open to the air in any one of ABC

(3)

seeds, moist cotton wool, open to the air in another of ABC, kept in refrigerator

(3)

seeds, cotton wool with (cooled) boiled water and layer of oil in third of ABC

(3)

seeds, moist cotton wool, open to the air in D

(3)

[Diagram must have at least one label produced by student; no labelled diagram –
deduct [3] marks]
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Chemistry (130 MARKS)
Question 4

(52)

(a)(i) any valid ionic substance, e.g. sodium chloride

(3)

(ii) charges are free to move

(3)

(b)(i) water that does not (easily) form a lather (with soap)

(3)

(ii) boiling // distilling // ion-exchange // deioniser // sodium carbonate (washing soda /
bath salts)
(3)
(do not accept named product)
(c)

calcium chloride // carbon dioxide // water

(2 × 3)

(d)

less pollution/waste // less need for extraction/production of raw materials // plastics
take a long time to decompose // putting plastics in landfill is unsightly etc.
(2 × 3)
(any two specific reasons)

(e) (i) to help the particles to settle // to help small particles clump together

(3)

(ii) to help keep teeth healthy

(3)

(f) (i) prevents (iron or steel from) rusting

(3)

(ii) Zn

(3)

(g)(i) one that has the highest possible concentration of solute (at a given temperature)
(ii) crystals (of copper sulfate will come out of solution)
(h)(i) because it reacts with/not exposed to oxygen/water

(3)
(3)
(3)

(ii) lithium // potassium // rubidium // caesium // francium

(3)

(iii) hydrogen

(2)

(iv) burns with a (loud) ‘pop’

(2)
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Question 5

(39)

(a)(i) (Liebig) condenser

(3)

(ii) to condense/cool the vapour

(3)

(iii) distillate

(3)

(iv) Bunsen burner // hot-plate // (retort) stand // tubing // anti-bumping granules

(3)

(b)(i) a mixture of metals (with other elements)

(3)

(ii) can be hammered/beaten into shape/thin sheets

(3)

(iii) copper

(3)

(c) (i) A – burette

(3)

B – pipette

(3)

(ii) litmus

// methyl orange

// phenolphthalein etc.

(3)

red

// red

// colourless (do not accept “clear”)

(3)

blue

// yellow

// pink

(3)

(answers must be matched)

(iii) HCl + NaOH → NaCl + H2O
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Question 6

(39)

(a)(i) nitrogen

(3)

(ii) carbon dioxide // water (vapour) // argon // neon // helium // krypton //
methane // radon

(3)

(b)(i) hydrogen peroxide

(3)

(ii) a substance that changes the rate of a reaction but is not used up in the reaction

(3)

manganese dioxide

// potassium iodide

(3)

black

// white

(3)

(mis-matches from above are not allowed)
(iii) (largely) insoluble in water // less dense than water

(3)

relights a glowing splint

(c) (i) atoms of the same... element
with different...

(3)

// atomic number

// number of protons

(3)

// mass number

// number of neutrons

(3)

(answers do not need to be matched)
(ii) eight / 8

(3)

(iii) atom(s) indicated, showing a 2, 6 arrangement of electrons

(3)

overlap of outer energy levels with four electrons shared, two from each atom
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Physics (130 MARKS)
Question 7
(a)

(b)

(c)

(52)

pressure = force ÷ area (stated or implied)

(3)

40000 (Pa)

(3)

level of alcohol/liquid would fall

(3)

alcohol/liquid contracts (when cooled)

(3)

light travels in straight lines // light refracts

(2 × 3)

(d)(i) the nail becomes magnetic

(3)

(ii) it will pick up small pieces of iron/steel // has an effect on a compass

(3)

(e)

sound needs a medium/material to travel through // correct reference to vacuum

(6)

(f)

1st box – earth (do not accept colour)

(2)

2nd box – neutral (do not accept colour)

(2)

3rd box – live (do not accept colour)

(2)

the white can // can on the left

(3)

black surfaces radiate heat better // white surfaces radiate heat less well

(3)

(g)

(h)(i) work = force × distance (stated or implied)
96000 (J)

(2)

(ii) time = distance ÷ speed (stated or implied)
1508 (s) // 25.1 (minutes) // 480π (s)
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Question 8

(39)

(a)(i) because apples are less dense than water

(3)

(ii) State or show
find the mass of the apple using a (mass/electronic) balance

(3)

graduated cylinder with water

(3)

// overflow can filled with water

apple submerged
difference in volumes of water

(3)
// volume collected from overflow can

density = mass ÷ volume

(3)
(3)

[Diagram must have at least one label, no labelled diagram – deduct [3] marks]

(b)(i) liquid

(3)

(ii) solid

(3)

(iii) heat loss // latent heat // change of state // no change in temperature

(3)

Award 6 marks for first correct answer in 8 (b)

(c) (i) sunlight causes plants to make (chemical) energy/fuel // photosynthesis
(ii) sunlight evaporates water to cause precipitation/rainfall

(3)
(3)

Award 6 marks for first correct answer in 8 (c)
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Question 9
(a)

(39)

correct reference to friction // water acting as a lubricant

(6)

(b)(i) ammeter

(3)

(ii) voltmeter (do not accept “voltameter”)

(3)

(iii) light emitting diode

(3)

(c) (i) correct plotting of data points

(5 × 1)

curve showing good distribution
(ignore the region of the curve drawn close to the origin)

(4)

(ii) the resistance increases

(3)

(iii) resistance ≈ 1200 (Ω)
(accept answer consistent with curve drawn; zero marks if no graph drawn)

(3)

(iv) any correct statement of Ohm’s law (in words or symbols)

(3)

current = 6 ÷ 1200 = 0.005 (A)
(accept answer consistent with resistance value from part (iii) above)
(v) an LED requires less current // less energy lost as heat with an LED
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Marking Criteria for Coursework B (HL) - BIOLOGY

Total
Marks
5

20

Guide to mark assignment
Investigate and compare the effects of pH on the catalytic effect of the
enzyme catalase, found in (a) celery and (b) animal liver, on the rate of
breakdown of hydrogen peroxide.

Mark
Assignment

Introduction to the investigation
1 (i) Statement/identification of problem/topic to be investigated

(2)

1 (ii) Background research
Any one reference to book or internet or person consulted or evidence of
research

(3)

Preparation and planning
2 (i) Identify any relevant variables and necessary controls
Identify six variables (two compulsory variables and any four other
variables) and/or indicate how some of these need to be controlled or held
fixed
(2 + 2)

Compulsory variables
• pH
• type of tissue (celery or liver)
Other variables (any four)
• volume/height/mass of gas/lather produced
• time/rate
• temperature
• volume/mass/concentration/dimension of tissue/catalase used
• volume/mass of buffer solution used
• volume/mass of soap (solution) used
• volume/mass of hydrogen peroxide used
• concentration of hydrogen peroxide used
• size/shape of container
2 (ii) List of the equipment needed for the investigation
Identify any five pieces of equipment pertinent to procedure
2 (iii) List of tasks to be carried out during the investigation
Identify any four tasks carried out in investigation
• procure tissues and/or solutions
• fix pH (e.g. by adding buffer solution)
• add hydrogen peroxide to tissue
• measure factor indicative of rate (measure change in
volume/height/mass for chosen time or measure time for chosen
change in volume/height/mass)
• record/graph data
• repeat for other pHs
• repeat for second tissue
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(5 × 1)

(1 + 1 + 1 + 2)

Marking Scheme

20

Procedure, Apparatus, Safety, Data Collection/Observations
(2 + 3)

3 (i) Safety precautions
Identify any two specific safety precautions followed
3 (ii) & (iii) Procedure followed in the investigation (state or show)
Identify any seven steps taken in conducting investigation
• chop/prepare tissue
• measure volume of hydrogen peroxide solution
• measure mass/volume/dimension of tissue
• measure volume of buffer solution
• measure mass/volume of soap (solution)
• measure/note pH of buffer solution and/or mixture
• set up apparatus to collect and/or measure gas produced
• place solutions in water bath / measure temperature
• mix solutions and tissue
• measure volume/height/mass of gas produced
• measure time taken
• record/graph data
• clean/dry equipment for reuse
• repeat for same pH and tissue (to verify data)
• repeat for different pH
• repeat for different tissue
• calculate rates of reactions

(1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2
+ 2 + 2)

3 (iv) Recorded Data / Observations
Identify two data sets
• effect of pH for celery catalase
• effect of pH for liver catalase
20

10

(2 + 3)

Analysis
4 (i) Calculations / Data analysis
Relevant analysis of data or calculations or graph(s)
• Limited manipulation/presentation of data
• Good manipulation/presentation of data
• Excellent manipulation/presentation of data

(4)
(7)
(10)

4 (ii) Conclusion(s) and Evaluation of Result(s)
Relevant conclusion(s) drawn and evaluation of result(s)
• Limited treatment
• Good treatment
• Excellent treatment

(4)
(7)
(10)

Comments
Any two comments on refinement or extension or source of error etc.
• Limited comprehension
• Good comprehension
• Excellent comprehension
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Marking Criteria for Coursework B (HL) - CHEMISTRY

Total
Marks
5

20

Guide to mark assignment
Investigate and compare how the solubilities, in water, of (a) potassium
chloride and (b) sodium carbonate (anhydrous) change with
temperature.

Mark
Assignment

Introduction to the investigation
1 (i) Statement/identification of problem/topic to be investigated

(2)

1 (ii) Background research
Any one reference to book or internet or person consulted or evidence of
research

(3)

Preparation and planning
2 (i) Identify any relevant variables and necessary controls
Identify four variables (two compulsory variables and any two other
variables) and/or indicate how some of these need to be controlled or held
fixed
Compulsory variables
• temperature
• type of salt (potassium chloride or sodium carbonate)

(3 + 3)

Other variables (any two)
• volume of water used
• mass of salt used
• concentration/solubility of salt
• size/shape of container

(2 + 2)

2 (ii) List of the equipment needed for the investigation
Identify any five pieces of equipment pertinent to procedure
2 (iii) List of tasks to be carried out during the investigation
Identify any four tasks carried out in investigation
• procure salts
• heat water
• mix salt and water
• measure factor indicative of solubility (measure maximum mass
dissolved in chosen volume at chosen temperature or measure
minimum volume needed to dissolve chosen mass at chosen
temperature or measure minimum temperature needed to dissolve
chosen mass in chosen volume)
• record/graph data
• repeat for other temperatures
• repeat for second salt
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20

Procedure, Apparatus, Safety, Data Collection/Observations
(2 + 3)

3 (i) Safety precautions
Identify any two specific safety precautions followed
3 (ii) & (iii) Procedure followed in the investigation (state or show)
Identify any seven steps taken in conducting investigation
• measure mass of salt used
• measure volume of water/solution
• measure temperature of solution
• heat water/solution
• cool water/solution (or allow to cool)
• grind salt
• mix salt and water
• stir to dissolve salt in water
• note saturation of solution
• record/graph data
• clean/dry equipment for reuse
• repeat for same salt/mass/volume/temperature (to verify data)
• repeat for different mass/volume/temperature
• repeat for different salt
• calculate solubilities

(1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2
+ 2 + 2)

3 (iv) Recorded Data / Observations
Identify two data sets
• solubility of potassium chloride
• solubility of sodium carbonate
20

10

(2 + 3)

Analysis
4 (i) Calculations / Data analysis
Relevant analysis of data or calculations or graph(s)
• Limited manipulation/presentation of data
• Good manipulation/presentation of data
• Excellent manipulation/presentation of data

(4)
(7)
(10)

4 (ii) Conclusion(s) and Evaluation of Result(s)
Relevant conclusion(s) drawn and evaluation of result(s)
• Limited treatment
• Good treatment
• Excellent treatment

(4)
(7)
(10)

Comments
Any two comments on refinement or extension or source of error etc.
• Limited comprehension
• Good comprehension
• Excellent comprehension
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Marking Criteria for Coursework B (HL) - PHYSICS

Total
Marks
5

20

Guide to mark assignment
Investigate and compare how the rates of flow of powdered or
granulated solids through a funnel are affected by (a) the size of the
solid particles and (b) any one of the funnel dimensions.

Mark
Assignment

Introduction to the investigation
1 (i) Statement/identification of problem/topic to be investigated

(2)

1 (ii) Background research
Any one reference to book or internet or person consulted or evidence of
research

(3)

Preparation and planning
2 (i) Identify any relevant variables and necessary controls
Identify four variables (two compulsory variables and any two other
variables) and/or indicate how some of these need to be controlled or held
fixed
Compulsory variables
• one named funnel dimension (which is varied)
• varying particle size (accept “different solid”)

(3 + 3)

Other variables (any two)
• mass/volume/number of particles
• time/rate
• one other named funnel dimension (which is not varied)
(accept “same funnel”)
• pouring height
• same solid (as control)

(2 + 2)

2 (ii) List of the equipment needed for the investigation
Identify any five pieces of equipment pertinent to procedure
2 (iii) List of tasks to be carried out during the investigation
Identify any four tasks carried out in investigation
• procure solids
• arrange funnels suitably
• allow solid particles to flow through funnel
• measure factor indicative of rate (measure change in
volume/mass/number of particles for chosen time or measure time
for chosen change in volume/mass/number of particles)
• record/graph data
• repeat for other solids
• repeat for other funnel dimensions
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20

Procedure, Apparatus, Safety, Data Collection/Observations
(2 + 3)

3 (i) Safety precautions
Identify any two specific safety precautions followed
3 (ii) & (iii) Procedure followed in the investigation (state or show)
Identify any seven steps taken in conducting investigation
• construct funnel(s)
• measure (varying) funnel dimension
• measure particle size
• clamp funnel in place
• test particle flow
• place solid particles in funnel
• prevent solid particles from flowing
• allow solid particles to flow
• measure volume/mass/number of particles
• measure time
• record/graph data
• clean/dry equipment for reuse
• repeat for same funnel dimension and solid (to verify data)
• repeat for different solid particle size
• repeat for different funnel dimension
• calculate rates of flow

(1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2
+ 2 + 2)

(2 + 3)

3 (iv) Recorded Data / Observations
Identify two data sets
• rate for varied particle size
• rate for varied funnel dimension
20

10

Analysis
4 (i) Calculations / Data analysis
Relevant analysis of data or calculations or graph(s)
• Limited manipulation/presentation of data
• Good manipulation/presentation of data
• Excellent manipulation/presentation of data

(4)
(7)
(10)

4 (ii) Conclusion(s) and Evaluation of Result(s)
Relevant conclusion(s) drawn and evaluation of result(s)
• Limited treatment
• Good treatment
• Excellent treatment

(4)
(7)
(10)

Comments
Any two comments on refinement or extension or source of error etc.
• Limited comprehension
• Good comprehension
• Excellent comprehension
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Marking Criteria for Coursework B (HL) – OWN INVESTIGATION
10

40

40

Introduction to the investigation
1 (i) Statement/identification of problem/topic to be investigated
• Limited treatment
• Good treatment
• Excellent treatment
1 (ii) Background research
Any two references to book or internet or person consulted or evidence of
research

(2)
(4)
(6)
(2 + 2)

Preparation and planning
2 (i) Identify any relevant variables and necessary controls
Identify eight variables (two compulsory variables – which refer to the
investigation title – and any six other variables) and/or indicate how some
of these need to be controlled or held fixed
[If variables/controls not relevant to the type of investigation undertaken
allow 6 marks for stating so, then readjust equipment to (8 × 2) and tasks to
(6 × 3)]
2 (ii) List of the equipment needed for the investigation
Identify any eight pieces of equipment pertinent to procedure
2 (iii) List of tasks to be carried out during the investigation
Identify any six tasks carried out in investigation
Procedure, Apparatus, Safety, Data Collection/Observations
3 (i) Safety precautions
Identify any four specific safety precautions followed
3 (ii) & (iii) Procedure followed in the investigation (state or show)
Identify any twelve steps taken in conducting investigation

(4 + 4)
(6 × 2)

(8 × 1)
(6 × 2)

(4 × 2)
(4 × 1) + (4 × 2) +
(4 × 3)

3 (iv) Recorded Data / Observations
Identify eight data points
40

20

(8 × 1)

Analysis
4 (i) Calculations / Data analysis
Two relevant analyses of data or calculations or graph(s)
• Limited manipulation/presentation of data
• Good manipulation/presentation of data
• Excellent manipulation/presentation of data
4 (ii) Conclusion(s) and Evaluation of Result(s)
Two relevant conclusions drawn and evaluation of results
• Limited treatment
• Good treatment
• Excellent treatment
Comments
Any four comments on refinement or extension or source of error etc.
• Limited comprehension
• Good comprehension
• Excellent comprehension
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(4)
(7)
(10)

×2

(4)
(7)
(10)

×2

(1)
(3)
(5)

×4
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